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2. Any person deeming himself aggrieved by this Order may appeal against this Order to
the Customs, Excise and Service Tax Appellate Tribunal, Ahmedabad Bench within
three months from the date of its communication. The appeal must be addressed to the
Assistant Registrar, Customs, Excise and Service Tax Appellate Tribunal, 2nd Floor,
Bahumali Bhavan, Nr. Girdhar Nagar Bridge, Girdhar Nagar, Asan,ua, Ahmedabad -
380004
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3. The Appeal should be filed in Form No. C.A.3. lt shall be signed by the persons specified
in sub-rule (2) of Rule 3 of the Customs (Appeals) Rules, 1982. lt shall be filed in

quadruplicate and shall be accompanied by an equal number of copies of the orcjer
appealed against (one of which at least shall be certified copy). AII supporting documents
of the appeal should be forwarded in quadruplicate.
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a. The Appeal including the statement of facts and the grounds of appeal shall be filed in

quadruplicate and shall be accompanied by an equal number of copies of the order
appealed against (one of which at least shall be a certified copy.)
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s. The form of appeal shall be in English or Hindi and should be set forth concisely and

under distinct heads of the grounds of appeals without any argument or narrative and

such grounds should be numbered consecutively.
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6. The prescribed fee under the provisions of Section 129A of the Customs Act,1962 shall
be paid through a crossed demand draft, in favour of the Assistant Registrar of the
Bench of the Tribunal, of a branch of any Nationalized Bank located at the place where
the Bench is situated and the demand draft shall be attached to the form of appeal.
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z. Anappeal againstthisordershall liebeforetheTribunal onpaymentofT5%oftheduty
demanded where duty or duty and penalty are in dispute, or penalty, where penalty
alone is in dispute".
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a. The copy of this order attached therein should bear an appropriate court fee stamp as
prescribed under the Court Fees Act, 1870.
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BRIEF FACTS OF THE CASE :

M/s. Hindalco lndustries Ltd. (Unit-Birla Copper), Village-Lakhigam, P.O.-Dahej,

Taluka-Vagra, Dist.-Bharuch (herein after referred to as 'Hindalco'for the sake of brevity),

holding lmport Export Code No. 0388147237, are regularly importing Copper

Concentrate falling under Chapter Sub-Heading No. 2603.0000 of Customs Tariff Act,

1975 and utilizing Release Advices, issued in their favour against DEPB Licences of other

exporters.

2. On the basis of an intelligence that M/s Rochees Group of units (hereinafter

referred to as "the License Holders") had fraudulently obtained DEPB licences,

investigation was conducted against the License Holders having their registered office

Shri Ji Ki Mori, Tripolia Bazar, Jaipur by the officers of Customs Commissionerate,

Jodhpur.

2.1 The License holders included following units

Sr. No. Name of the unit IEC No.

1 1 38801 7504

Mis Rochi Ram & Sons 1389004228

a M/s Jaipur Time lndustries 1388000342

4 M/s Rajasthan Watch Manufacturers 1 3880001 48

5 Mis lndia Watch Parts Manufacturers 1 3880001 21

b M/s HMD Exim Pvt. Ltd. 1388005254

7 M/s Prakash Sales Agency 1394002947

2.2 The investigation revealed that the Licence holders had exported inferior quality

watches at high prices by mis-declaring the prices; that low quality wrist watches, valuing

less than Rs. 100/- a piece, were exported by the license holders to foreign buyers at

prices ranging from Rs. 416 to Rs. 4191- per piece; that the exporters and their foreign

buyers had colluded to mastermind the strategy of mis-declaration of FOB value by

manipulating and contravened the provisions of Section 14 & Section 50 (2) of the

Customs Act, 1962 read with Rule 11 of the Foreign Trade (Regulation) Rules, 1993 and

Section 7(1)(a) of the Foreign Exchange Management Act, 1 999.

2.3 The DEPB Licences were utilized for payment of custom duty on Copper

Concentrates imported by them. Hindalco had procured following Release Advices

involving DEPB credit of Rs. 89,97,575/- issued by the Deputy Commissioner of Customs,

Air Cargo Complex, Jaipur and Deputy Commissioner of Customs, lCD, Saganer, Jaipur,

on the basis of DEPB licenses obtained fraudulently by the License Holders for import of

Copper Concentrate at Dahej Port.

M/s Rochees Watches Private Ltd.

2
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S.No B/E No. and Date Proportiona
te value of
the goods
imported
against RA
(Rs.)

RANo. & Date Amount of
RA Utilised
(Rs.)

1 F-56/04-05 daled
06.06.2004

2242595 1310014297 20.05.04 51 29.05.04 444519
2491775 13100',14243 17.05.04 52 29.05.04 498355
2865535 1310014290 20.o5.o4 56 29.05.04 573107
2808525 1310014369 26.05.04 57 29.05.04 561705
2792600 1310014250 17 .05.O4 58 29.05.04 558250
2792600 13',t0014254 19.05.04 59 29.05.04 558250

2 F-62l04-05 dated
16.06.2004

2844140 1310014289 20.05.04 10.06.04 568828
2789995 1310013834 3'1.03.04 '10.06.04 557999
2796650 1310014255 19.05.04 74 11.06.04 559330
2964445 1310014244 17.05.04 75 10.06.04 592889
1744240 1310014251 19.05.04 91 10.06.04 348848

3 F-701O4-O5 dated
58556728.06.2004

2866535 1310014299 20.05.04 77 16.06.04 573307

4 2927835 1310014246 17 .05.04 til 20.07.04 585567
4404085 1310012981 19.01 .04 '159 20.07.04 880817

5 F-98/04-05 dated
08.08.2004

2828160 1310014253 19.05.04 29.07.O4 SbSlrJZ

6 F-102104-05 dated
12.08.2004

2828160 1310014199 13.05.04 177 29.07.O4 565632

4498787 5 8997575

2.4 The DEPB licence had been obtained by the Licence holders by deliberately mis-

declaring the FOB Value for clalming inadmissible DEPB credit, Hindalco by utilising the

said DEPB credit under Release Advices for payment of customs duty on imports of

Copper Concentrate at Dahej Port contravened the provisions under Section 1 11(O) of

the Customs Act, 1962. Accordingly, the import of Copper Concentrate at Dahej Port by

Hindalco also became erroneous and the exemption from payment of Customs duty on

the basis of such DEPB licence was not available either to the scrip/Licence holder or to

the Transferee.

2.5 The DEPB licence, forged and fake documents, were null and void having no

effect whatsoever due to their nullity. No right or benefit could accrue from the null and

void licence and no credit of duty could be available for payment under such forged DEPB

scrips. Therefore, the paramount condition under Notification No. 45/2002-Cus dated

22.04.2002 remained unfulfilled. As a consequence, the referred DEPB Transfer Release

Advices could not be heated as valid documents for clearance of imported goods.

2.6 The extended period of limitation under Section 28 of Customs Act, 1962 was

invocable in this case in light of CBEC Circular No. 56/2002- Cus dated 09.09.2002,

which stipulated that inquiry could be opened at any stage in cases involving

fraud/collusion, wilful mis-statement or suppression of facts etc., within a period of 5 years

and notice may be issued for recovery of import duty involved even in those cases where

exports have already been effected and DEPB credit availed/utilized.

2.7 Thus, on the basis of facts of the case and evidences available on records, it was

found that Hindalco had wrongly availed the benefit of exemption Notification No.

45/2002-cus daled 22.04.2002 as amended, in as much as they had wrongly utilized the

aforesaid 16 (sixteen) Release Advices got issued against the said DEpB Licence which

were obtained fraudulently by the Licence holder and the customs duty amounting to Rs.

DEPB No. & Date

F-94l04-05 dated
04.08.2004
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89,97,575/- was required to recovered from Hindalco under the proviso to sub-Section (1)

of Section 28 of the Customs Act, 1962 along with interest at an appropriate rate under

Section 28AB of the Customs Act, 1962 from the date of clearance of imported goods and

the same appeared to be liable for confiscation under Section '! 11(o) of the Customs Act,

1962. Further, for their acts of commission/omission, Hindalco appeared to have also

rendered themselves penal action under Section 1144 of the Customs Act, 1962.

2.8 The investigation culminated into issuance of Show Cause Notice bearing C. No.

Vlll(H)l64lAdy2007 dated 30.01.2008 by the Commissioner, Customs (Prev.), Jodhpur to

the Rochee group of units proposing confiscation of the exported goods, re-determination

of the value of the exported goods, to reduce the claim of DEPB and imposition of penalty

upon them. The Show Cause Notice elaborated as to how the licenses were obtained

fraudulently, how the license holders deliberately mis-declared FOB value to the

Department for claiming inadmissible DEPB credit.

DEFENCE REPLY:-

3. Hindalco submitted their defence reply in response to the show cause notice, vide

letter dated 07-05-2009 wherein they submitted that;

(i) DEPB licenses were issued by the DGFT authorities to the exporter in terms of

Para 4.3 of the EXIM Policy and Para 4.37 of the Hand book of Procedures 2002-

07 and the licenses were issued after licensing authority was satisfied in all

requirements were fulfilled by the exporter

2.9 Hindalco was issued Show Cause Notice bearing No. F.No.Vlll/10-

09/Commmr/O&A/08 dated 30.01.2008 asking them to show cause to the Commissioner

of Customs, Ahmedabad as to why :-

(i) customs duty totally amounting to Rs.89,97,575/- (Rupees Eighty Nine Lakh

Ninety Seven Thousand Five Hundred Seventy Five only) i.e. equivalent to the

amount of inadmissible DEPB credit utilized against the said 16 (sixteen)

Release Advices should not be recovered from them under proviso to Sub-

Section (1) of Section 28 of the Customs Act, '1962.

(ii) interest at an appropriate rate on Customs duty amounting to Rs.89,97,575/-

(Rupees Eighty Nine Lakh Ninety Seven Thousand Five Hundred Seventy Flve

only) should not recovered from them under Section 28AA of the Customs Act,

1962 from the date of clearance of imported goods till the date of payment.

(iii) goods under import, valued at Rs. 4,49,87,876/- (Rupees Four Crore Forty Nine

Lakh Eighty Seven Thousand Eight Hundred Seventy Five only) should not be

confiscated under Section 1 1 1 (o) of the Customs Act, 1962, though the same are

not physically available for confiscation and why fine in lieu of confiscation should

not be imposed under Section 125 of the Customs Act, 1962; and

(iv) penalty should not be imposed upon them under Section 114 of the Customs Act,

1962.



(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

(viii)

(ix)

(x)
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they were bona fide buyer of the subject DEPB Licences. The said scrip was

purchased from open market for value & originally the licences were validly issued

by the JDGFT, in the name of M/s Rochees Group.

it was not the case of the department that they were in any way concerned with

alleged fraud in the matter. Admittedly, there was no fraud, mis-representation or

mis-statement or collusion by them iin the matter. Even there was no allegation

directly or indirectly in the show cause notice attributing even an iota of

involvement on their part.

the subject DEPB Scrips were valid and not bogus or not invalid at but noticed to

be issued on the basis of certain documents which were later found to be bogus

hence Scrip cannot be said to be bogus

the DEPB scrip was not cancelled and was valid at the tlme of import

it was a settled position of the law that if the importer was holding a valid license

duly issued by the licensing authority on the date of importation, then no demand

can be made out and no confiscation of the goods can be effected subsequently

on the ground that the said license was obtained by another person or exporter by

suppression or misrepresentation of the facts.

they had not violated any of the conditions of the Notification No. 34/97-Cus dated

07.04.1997 and DEPB licenses were purchased by them from open market .

Further, the DEPB licensing were debited at the time of import by the Customs

authorities after due verification so allegation about violation of the conditions of

the notification was not sustainable.

the scrips were purchased by them at prevailing market price from the open

market and the scrips so purchased bore the endorsement by Customs authorities

. The process of endorsement on the scrip was a clear representatlon by the

Customs authorities and was a promise . Based on the promise, they had changed

their position. When all this had happened , law required that the Customs

authorities to be estopped from changing their position. Having already paid the

money for the scrip , they had suffered prejudice sufficient to constitute an estoppel

they had taken necessary precautions which were sufficient, reasonable and in

consonance with the provisions and procedure laid down by the Government which

included verification by the Customs authorities at two stage, for this reason also,

for the allegation mis-deeds of the original licence holder, they- cannot be

punished.

The noticee effected the payments for the aforesaid DEPB scrips by A,/c payee

cheque and thus, ensured that the transactions were through proper and

recognised channel of transfer of funds.

if for the sake of argument it was presumed that the demand of duty could be

made on the bona-fide buyer of the DEPB licences, the entire demand was barred

by limitation for the reason that extended period of five years stipulated under the

proviso to Section 28 of the Customs Act, 1962 for making the demand for larger

period can be made when suppression, misrepresentation, collusion, or fraud was

(xi)



3.1 Hindalco, in support of their contention that license obtained by mis-representation

but purchased by a bonafide buyer does not become void and cited decisions of the

Hon'ble Supreme Court in the case of East lndia Commercial Company Ltd. V. Collector

of Customs, Calcutta reported in 1983(13) E.L.T. 1342 (SC) and another one in the case

of Collector of Customs, Bombay vs. Sneha sales Corporation reported in 2000 (121)

E.L.f .577 (SC). They further cited the decision of the Hon'ble High Court of Bombay in

the case of M/s Taparia Overseas Pvt. Ltd. vs Union of lndia reported in 2003(161) E.L.T.

47 (Bom) and submitted that Hon'ble High Court has distinguished the case of M/s Fedco

Private Ltd. vs S N Biligram -1999 (110) 92 (SC) wherein it was held that fraud vitiates

everything and nothing survives.

3.3 Hindalco also submitted that the demand was hit by limitation and cited the

following decisions:

(i) HMM Ltd. reported as 1995 (76) E.l.T.497 (SC)

(ii) R.S. lndustries reported as 2003 (153) E.L.T. 114 (T)

(iii) FTC lndustries Ltd. reported as 2001 (132E.L.T.74 (T)

(iv) Karmayogi Dyeing Pvt. Ltd. reported as2002 (148) E.1.T.431 (T)

(v) J.K. Pharam reported as 2003 (59) RLT 941 (T)

(vi) Daily Thanthi reported as 2000 (118) E.L.T.-434 (T)

(vii) Tamil Nadu Housing Board reported as 1994 (74) E.L.T.-9 (SC)

3.4 Hindalco cited the decisions of Hon'ble Tribunal in the cases of Chinku Exports

reported as 1999 (112) E.1.T.400 (T) and Prudential Pharmaceuticals reported as 2001

(136) E.L.T.-1057 in support of their contention that the goods were not liable for

confiscation.

PERSONAL HEARING:.

4. Personal Hearing in the matter was scheduled on 25.'10.2018 but Hindalco could

not attend and requested to grant another opportunity, which was granted on 15.1 1 .201 8.

On the scheduled date, Shri. Manish Jain, Advocate from M/s V Laxmikumaran &

Associates appeared on behalf of Hindalco. Durlng the course of Personal Hearing the

learned counsel explained the case in brief and reiterated written submission already

made. Shri. Jain further stated that they neither committed any fraudulent activity in as

Page 5 of 15

involved. lt ws setfled legal position that such suppression, misrepresentation etc.

should be made by the assesee himself and if suppression or misrepresentation

was done by some other person, the extended period cannot be invoked.

3.2 Hindalco further cited the decisions of Hon'ble Tribunal in the cases of M/s Marmo

Classic reported as 2002 (13) E.L.T. 153 and M/s Navneet Kumar Didwania reported as

2001 (138) E.L.T. 1258 (T) to submit that subsequent cancellation of license could not

make the importation of the goods already made as illegal.
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much DEPB scrip was purchased legally nor evaded any Customs duty; that demand was

hit by limitation and submitted various decisions including decision of the Hon'ble High

Court of Gujarat in the case of lndian Acrylics Ltd. reported as 2016(336) E.L.T.474 on

point of limitation.

4.1 Due to transfer of the Principal Commissioner of Customs who had conducted the

personal hearing on 15.11.2018, another personal hearing was granted hearing was

granted. Ms. Shruti Agarwal, Advocate appeared on behalf of Hindalco and reiterated the

contention that they did not do any wrong thing and taken these DEPB licences under

good faith and having paid entire amount; that they can't be faulted with for their this

action as has been held by Hon'ble Gujarat High Court in the case of lndia Acrylics Ltd.

reported as 2016(2)TMl731 and by the Hon'ble CESTAT in the case of KLJ Plasticiser

reported as 2018(7)TMl-926; that these DEPB licence were valid at the time of filing of

BOE,

DISCUSSION & FINDINGS:-

5. I have gone through the case records, show cause notice, submissions made by

Hindalco including at the time of personal hearing held on 15.1 1 .2018 and 04.09.2019.

6. lfind that the license holders had exported Wrist Watches and Parts of highly

inferior quality on highly over-invoiced price under Duty Entitlement Pass-Book Scheme

(DEPB) through the ports at Jaipur with intent to avail higher DEPB benefit, in collusion

with their foreign buyers. These exporters had by claiming DEPB benefit of Rs.

34,24,5611- in excess to the DEPB benefits available to them during the period from

1. 1.2000 to 5.8.2004 defrauded the public exchequer. Hindalco had procured Release

Advices, involving such DEPB credit of Rs.89,97,575/- on the basis of DEPB licenses

obtained fraudulently for import of Copper Concentrate at Dahej Port.

6.1 The show cause notice issued to the license holders was decided vide Order in

Original No. 7/2009 dated 30.09.2009 by the Commissioner of Customs, Jodhpur against

them and penalty was imposed on all noticees. The noticees being aggrieved with the

order filed appeal and stay applications before Hon'ble CESTAT, New Delhi which vide

Flnal Order No. C/A/50145-50154/CU(DB) dated 14.01.2015 remanded the matter back

to the original adjudicating authority for fresh decision.

6.2 The case was again adjudicated by the Commissioner of Customs (Preventive),

Jodhpur vide Order-ln-Original No. 0612017 dated 18.05.2017 wherein the value of wrist

watches was re-determined; the exported goods were ordered to be confiscated however

since the goods were not available for confiscation, no redemption fine was imposed;

Penalty on each of the noticees was imposed. The order is tabulated herein below:
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6.3 The adjudicating authority vide letter C.No. Vlll(H)/10165lAd|ll7lPt dated

01.06.2017 had intimated the Joint Director General of Foreign Trade, Jaipur, for re-

determining the FOB value declared by the said licence holders and re-computing the

admissible DEPB amount.

6.4 Subsequent to issue of Order-in-Original dated 18.05.2017, inquiries were made

with DGFT authorities in Jaipur, to know the status of the licenses and DGFT authorities

vide letter File No.13/ECtuRochees Grp./18-19 dated 26.09.2018 that DEPB files issued

prior to AM12 were weeded out and only file no. could help to trace the file, if such files at

all, were available in their record room. This in other words meant that the DGFT authority

did not have anything to comment on the issue.

6.5 The main issue therefore to be decided in the subject matter is as to whether

Hindalco had wrongly utilized 16 Release Advices which were issued against the DEPB

Licence obtained fraudulently by the Licence holder by deliberately mis-declaring FOB

value with intent to avail higher DEPB credit benefit, for payment of customs duty against

clearances of their import consignments amounting to Rs, 89,97,575/- in contravention to

Section 1 1 1(o) of the Customs Act,1962.

6.6 I find, Duty Entitlement Pass Book scheme was formulated under Para 7.43 of the

Hand Book of Procedure of EXIM Policy 1997-2002 and Para 4.3 of Hand Book

Sr.
No

Name of the company Value of export
goods
declared (Rs.)

Value re-
determined by
the
Commissioner
of Customs,
Jodhpur (Rs.)

Redemption
Fine, if any
(RS )

Penalty
imposed
(Rs )

1 M/s Rochees Watches
Pvt. Ltd.

87,95,880/- 15,00,000/- 10,00,000/- 13,00,00,000/-
2,35,21,894t- 44,75,OOO|- 25,00,000/-

48,03,1 1 ,039/- 13,05,35,591/-
2 I\//s Rochi Ram & Sons 14,47,70,8891- 3,85,76,137t- 3,8s,00,000/-
3 M/s Jaipur

lndustries
Time 9,87,62,865/- 2,51,03,300/-

4 M/s Rajsthan Watch
Manufacturers

9,O3,22,1311- 2,25,O0,OOO|-

5 M/s lndia Watch Parts
Manufacturers

8,10,76,765/- 1,89,73,356/- 1,85,00,000/-

6 5,76,25,800/- 1,59,00,000/- 1,50,00,000/-

7 M/s Prakash
Agency

27,71,982t- 8,1 6,000/- 8,00,000/-

8 Late Shri. lshwar Das
Mool rajani, MD of M/s
Rochees Watches Pvt.
Ltd.

I Shri. Nanak Das Mool
rajani, MD of M/s
Rochees Watches Pvt.
Ltd.

5,00,00,000/-

10 Shri. Hargun Das
Nebhnani, Director/
Partner of M/s HMD
Exim Pvt. Ltd. & M/s
Prakash Sales Aqency

35,00,000/-

I

I

2,50,00,000/-

2,25,80,920t-

I M/s HMD Exim Pvt. Ltd.

Sales



Procedure of EXIM Policy 2002-2007 by the Government of lndia issued under Section 5

of the Foreign Trade (Development & Regulation) Act, 1992, with a view to facilitate and

augment foreign trade by genuine importers. The object of the said scheme was to

neutralize the incidence of Customs duty on the import content of the export product. The

neutralization is provided by way of grant of duty credit against the export products

Under the DEPB scheme, an exporter could apply for credit with the DGFT at the

port of export. The credit was available against such export products and at such rates as

may be specified for import of raw materials, intermediates, components, parts, packaging

material etc. According to the Policy, the DEPB scrips issued against genuine exports

were freely transferable and such scrips were permitted to be utilized to make import at

the port specified therein, which is the port of export.

Against the DEPB scrips issued as above by DGFT, imports from a port other than

the port of export were allowed under TRA (Telegraphic Release Advice) facility as per

the terms and conditions of the Notification issued by the Department of Revenue. ln this

scheme, the importers were given the facility to discharge duty liability through debits

against DEPB scrips under Notification No.34/97-Cus dated 7.4.''1997 and 45/2002-Cus

dated 22.4.2002. ln addition, importer could avail the benefit of "Nil" rate of Special

Additional Duty (SAD) under Notification No.23l02-Cus dated 1.3.2002 against the

utilization of DEPB license under Notification No.34/97-Cus, dated 7 .4.1997 .

6.7 lt is a fact that DEPB licenses were obtained by inflating prices and fraudulent

means which have been proved beyond doubt in order No. 0612017 dated 18.05.2017

which in turn was based on the observations made by Hon'ble CESTAT while remanding

the case to the original adjudicating authority. The relevant paras of the said OIO are

produced herein below for reference:-

"18. B. WHETHER FOB VALUE OF THE WATHES COVERED BY PAST

AND LIVE CONS/GNMENTS WERE OVERVALUE

Hon'ble CESfAf held that FOB value of the watches covered by past and

live consignment were overvalued taking cognizance of following facts

(i) Only one-tenth of such values were declared to Dubai and Hong

Kong Customs which remained unrebufted. Oyerseas enquiry result was

challenged by the exporters only on the ground that the accompanying

documents to the repoft were not authenticated and also the enquiring

authority became adjudicating authoity later. But truth of declaration of low

value to the Customs of those countries could not be repelled leading any

cogent evidence to the contrary by expofters.

(ii) Revenue discharged its burden of proof making allegation of mis-

declaration relying on evidence gathered from abroad and also basing on

various other contibutory factors as well as on the basis of remittance came

Page 8 of 16
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from Hong Kong to Dubai and reduction of of declared value before Hong

Kong Customs upon detection by them.

(ii| Contention of Revenue as to mis-declaration of FOB was

established when the exporter M/s. Rochee Watches changed its stand on

cost of manufacture of watches filing three cost statement on three different

dates, i.e. 31-8-2004, 10-09-2004 and 24-09-2004. Repeated revision of

such statemenfs gives ise to interference that the records of the exporters

were not reliable and cerTificate issued by the Chartered Accountant was

false. Fufther, that ceftificate being undated, were repeatedly used by the

manufacturer expofter on several occasions. lt became further clear from

the significant variation in the cost elements without satisfactory explanation

thereon. All such factors proved that records of M/s Rochee Watches were

unreliable.

(iv) Fufther, mateial bome by record discarded plea of use of gold in

making watch components made by M/s Rochee Watches. Expofter was

unsuccessfu/ on such plea in view of very minor quantity of use of gold

found in the samples drawn on 14-09-2004 senf to Depaftment of

Metallurgical Science, Malviya lnstitute of Technology, Jaipur for testing.

Ihls has established that the claim of expofter that major quantity of gold

used in making watch components was false.

(v) Mis-declaration of value of export to lndian Customs was patent

from remittance of lower consideration in respect of the goods expofted by

the exporter M/s Rochee Watches to Dubai and such goods expofted

therefrom to Hong Kong which remained unrebutted leading cogent

evidence to the contrary by exporter. Therefore, even such factor

contibutes to the inference that higher export value came to lndia while the

past export goods did not command such higher value corroborated by

expofiels own conduct of declaration of lower value upon detection by

Hong Kong Cusfoms. (Para 43.1, 43.2, 44 of the Order)

35.2. I have gone through the averment of the noticees in this regard

and observation of the Hon'ble CESIA f that the allegation of inter-

connected undeftaking does not subsisf ln absence of such clear allegation

/n SCN. I find that although the Hon'ble CESTAT did observe as above

however at the same time after delving on the catena of evidences

presented by the depaftment, they concuned that the modus operandi

adopted by the noticees proved accommodation by one pafty to other to

make declaration of low value of impofts. Hon'ble CESTAT has obserued

'thouqh there was an alleoation of re tion of impofters with the directors of

the noticee compan y no doubt the manner of rel,ationship was not brouqht

out ln the SCN. But their modus operandi oroved accommodation bv one

paftv to the other to make declaration of low value of imports to Dubai and
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Hono Konq Cusfoms. Hon'ble CESTAT concluded that the declared FOB

were liable to be rejected as the noticees have exorbitantly over valued the

export consignments with an intent to avail higher DEPB. ln the light of their

findings that the modus operandi adopted by the noticees proved

accommodation by one pafty to other to make declaration of low value of

imports, no findings need to be given on this matter whether there was

mutuality of interest or otherwise as it makes no difference to the case per

se with FOB stood rejected. When the dealing was with related persons or

not have no importance whatsoever."

(Emphasis supplied)

6.8.1 lt has been held by the Hon'ble High Court of Bombay in CC, Mumbai Vs M/s

Vaibhav Exports reported as 2009 - TIOL - 673 - HC- MUM - CUS that forged licences

are no licences.

6.9 Once it has been established that the Government revenue has suffered, it needs

to be indemnified either by the transferee and/or by the licence holder. One cannot

transfer a title, which has been obtained fraudulently and hence, the transferee of the

licence cannot escape the liability on imported goods and is required to pay duty which

has been demanded. The DEPB licences, which were fraudulently obtained are required

to be treated as no license, and therefore,licenses having inherent nullity can't transfer

any benefit to anyone and no credit of duty could be available for payment under such

DEPB scrips.

6.10 I find that the DEPB licences were issued in the names of license holders against

the FOB value which was deliberately mis-declared by the exporter with intent to take

undue benefit. The licences obtained fraudulently can't be utilised by Hindalco to pay duty

of Customs, hence, the customs duty effected from such DEPB llcences cannot be said

to have been paid at all.

6.1'1 My above views are supported by the judgement of the Hon'ble High Court of

Calcutta in the case of lCl lndia Llmited Vs. Commissioner of Customs (Port), Calcutta,

reported as 2005 (184) E.L.T. 339 (Cal) wherein it has been held that :

6.8 I find that the above findings are based on cogent evidences that the DEPBs

involved here and uselby Hindalco were obtained fraudulently and thereby caused

prejudice to the Revenue. The Hon"ble High court of Punjab & Haryana in the case of

Friends Trading Co. reported as 2010 (254) E.L.T 652 (P&H) has observed that it is

settled principle of common law that purchaser does not acquire better title if such title

was acquired illegally. This principle has been recognized under Section 27 of the Sales

of Goods Act, '1932. The above judgment of the Hon'ble High Court of Punjab & Haryana

was affirmed by the Hon'ble Supreme Court reported as 2010 (258) E.L.T. A 72 (SC).
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4. The DEPB licence /scrip is admittedlv a neootiable one and is

available in the market. AnY one can ourchase it from the market and avail

of the credit out of it. This was so done b the aDDE llant. But ultimatel vit
was found that the said DEPB licences/scri,os were forQed. These facts are

not in dispute as we find from the findinq of the learned CEGAT. The onlv

question that has been put forward, on the basis of the findinq of the facts

without challenginq the same, is about the effect of absence of collusion on

the part of the aooellant. as pointed out earlier, in relation to the availability

of the credit under the forged DEPB scrips. But in the decision in United

lndia lnsurance (supra), the forgery related to the driving licence of the

driver engaged by the insured, but the lnsurance Policy was not found to be

forged. The question would be different if the document itself, on the

strength whereof credit is claimed is forged. ln that event, the same cannot

be equated with merely an inegulaity in the licence of the diver diving the

vehicle in relation to the liability of the insurer in relation to a valid insurance

policy under the Motor Vehicles Act providing for compulsory insurance to

secure third pafiy interest. ln this case, the document itself havinq been

found to be fo whether there was collusion or fra on the rt of the

appellant in the issue of the DEPB licences/scrips becomes absolutelv

immateial and irrel'evant since no credit can be derived from a forqed

DEPB. The credit is made available on the strenqth of a valid DEPB. lf the

DEPB is forqed. then the same /s non est and therefore. there is no valid

DEPB. As such no credit can be derived thereunder. ln such circumstances

one may defend his case that one may not be liable for collusion or fraud

and exposed to other penalties therefor, but still then one would be liable to

pay the duty and interest and for other statutory consequences which one

cannot avoid.

5. ln the circumstances, we do not find that any question of law as

contended by Dr. Pal is involved in the presenf case. Ihls appeal is,

therefore, dismlssed.

6. 11.1 The above judgement of the Hon'ble High of Calcutta was maintained by the

Hon'ble Supreme Court of lndia reported as 2005(187)E.L.T. (SC).' The ratio of this

judgement is squarely applicable in the facts and circumstances of this case as DEPB

scrips obtained by the license holders were purchased by Hindalco and credit on the

strength of such invalid DEPB Scrip can't be made available to Hindalco.

6.12 Hindalco has contested invoking of extended period in the instant show cause

notice. I find that it is cardinal principle of law which is enshrined in Section 17 of

Limitation Act that fraud nullifies everything. The SCN is not time barred following Apex

Court judgment in the case of CC. v. Candid Enterprises - 2001 (130) E.L.T 404 (S.C.).

The Commissioner of Customs (Preventive), Jodhpur has passed Order-ln-Original No.
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0612017 dated '18.05.2017 on the basis of cogent evidences. The present SCN has been

issued on the basis of evidence establishing that Hindalco has used DEPB scrips

obtained fraudulently. Such DEPB scrips are non est in the eyes of law at all times and

are void ab-initio and hence Hindalco cannot acquire any title over the same.

6.12.1 I also rely on CBEC Circular No. 56/2002-Cus dated 09.09.2002, which stipulates

that inquiry can be opened at any stage within a period of 5 years and notice may be

issued for recovery of Customs duty involved even in those cases where exports have

already been effected and DEPB credit availed/utilized, involving fraud, collusion, etc. ln

this case, DEPB scrips under consideration were fraudulently obtained and Hon'ble

CESTAT in order dated 14.01.2015 upheld rejection of declared FOB value being forged.

Hence, the DEPB licence became forged and thereby void. The said DEPB scrips utilized

by Hindalco to pay Customs duty against imports. Therefore, Customs duty becomes

recoverable from Hindalco. I hold that the Government cannot be deprived of its rightful

duty just because the fraud was committed by the seller of the licence. Thus, the

extended period in the present case has been rightly invoked as held by Hon'ble

Supreme Court in the case of Tata lron and Steel Co. Vs. Commissioner of Customs,

Mumbai, reported as 2015(319) E.L.T. 546 (SC) wherein it was held as under:

The only question in the present appeals is as to whether the customs authorities

could invoke the provisions of proviso to Section 28 of the Customs Act, 1962, to

avail the benefit of extended peiod of limitation.

2. ln the facts of the present case, we find that the original licence holder,

namely, lndian Card, Clothings Company Limited had deliberately suppressed the

fact of having availed Modvat credit under Rule 57A of the Central Exclse Rules,

1944, and made willfully wrong declaration to the licensing authority to obtain the

endorsement of transferability of the same while transfening the licenses to the

appe llant herein. ln view thereof. the extended period of limitation would be

available to the authoities for the DurDose of claiminq the dutv even aqainst the

aooellant heretn. w,'ho is the transferee of the licence in ouestion

(emphasis supplied)

6.12.2 My above views are supported by the judgement of the Hon'ble Supreme Court

of lndia in the case of commissioner of customs (Preventive) vs. Aafloat rextiles (l) pvt.

3. We, thus, find no merit in these appeals which are accordinglv dismissed.
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Ltd. Reported as 2009 (235) E.L.T. 587 wherein the principle of settled maxim of "caveat

emptor" was discussed and the departmental appeal was allowed by holding that the

buyer of Special lmport License (SlL ) should have used due diligence while purchasing

such SIL which were obtained through fraud. The Hon'ble Apex Court has recorded

finding as under:

'f 9. lt was for the buyer to establish that he had no knowledge about the

genuineness or otherwise of the SIL in question.

20. The maxim caveat emptor is clearly applicable to a case of this

nature. As per Advanced Law Lexicon by P. Ramanatha Aiyar, 3rd

Edn. 2005 at page 721: Caveat emptor means "Let the purchaser

beware." /l ls one of the settled maxims, applying to a purchaser

who is bound by actual as well as constructive knowledge of any

defect in the thing purchased, which is obvious, or which might have

been known by proper diligence.

21 . "Caveat emptor does not mean either in law or in Latin that the

buyer must take chances. lt means that the buyer must take care."

(See Wallis y. Russe// (1902) 21 R 585, 615).

22. "Caveat emptor is the ordinary rule in contract. A vendor is under no

duty to communicate the existence even of latent defects in his

wares unless by act or implication he represents such defects not to

exlsf. " (See William R. Anson, Pinciples of the Law of Contract 245

(Afthur L. Corbin Ed. 3d. Am. ed.1919) Applying the maxim, it was

held that it is the bounden duty of the purchaser to make all such

necessary enquiries and to asceftain all the facts relating to the

propefty to be purchased pior to committing in any manner.

23. Caveat emptor, qui ignorare non debuit quod jus alienum emit. A

maxim meaning "Let a purchaser beware; who ought not to be

ignorant that he is purchasing the rights of another. Hob. 99; Broom;

Co., Litl. 102 a : 3 Taunt, 439.

24. As the maxim applies, with ceftain specific restictions, not only to

the quality of, but also to the title to, land which is sold, the

purchaser is generally bound to view the land and to enquire after

and inspect the title-deeds; at his peril if he does not.

25. Upon a sale of goods the general rule with regard to their nature or

quality is caveat emptor, so that in the absence of fraud, the buyer

has no remedy against the seller for any defect in the goods not

covered by some condition or wananty, expressed or implied. lt is
beyond all doubt that, by the general rules of law there is no

warranty of quality arising from the bare contract of sale of goods,

and that where there has been no fraud, a buyer who has not

obtained an express waffanty, takes all isk of defect in the goods,

unless there are circumstances beyond the mere fact of sale from
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26

which a warranty may be implied. {Bottomley v. Bannister, 1t9321 1

KB 458 : Ward v. Hobbs, 4 App Cas 13]. (Latin for Lawyers)

No one ought in ignorance to buy that which is the right of another.

The buver accordin a to the maxim has to be cautious as the rlsk ls

his and not that of the seller.

27 Whether the buyer had made any enquiry as to the genuineness of

the license within his special knowledge He has fo esfab/tsh that he

made enquiry and took requisite precautions to find out about the

genuineness of the SIL which he was purchasing. lf he has not done

that consequences have to follow. Ihese aspecls do not appear to

have been considered by the CESTAT in coming to the abrupt

conclusion that even if one or all the respondents had knowledge

that the S/L was forged or fake that was not sufficient to hold that

there was no omission of commission on his part so as to render

silver or gold liable for confiscation.

As noted above, S/Ls wefe not qenuine documents and were28

forqed. Since fraud was inyalyed, in tlrc eye of law uch documents

had no existence. Slnce the documents have been established to be

forqed or fake, obviouslv fraud was involved and that was sufficient

to extend the period of limitation.

I find that the above decision of the Hon'ble Apex Court is squarely applicable in

the facts and circumstances of the case before me as Hindalco had not applied due

diligence while purchasing DEPB licenses from the license holders based in Jaipur which

were obtained fraudulently and therefore they are liable to face consequences.

7. Hindalco have argued that there was no fraud, mis-representation or mis-

statement or collusion on their part as the aforesaid DEPB licence were obtained

fraudulently by the licence holder. In this regard, I also rely upon the judgement of the

Hon'ble High Court of Kerala in the case of Neptune Trade Links Pvt. Ltd. reported as

2012(284) E.L.f. 29(Ker.) wherein it is held that the purchase of DEPB credit has nothing

to do with Customs Department. Remedy is available to the purchaser against the seller

and not against the Customs Department.

7.1 Hindalco has submitted that the subject DEPB Scrips were valid at the time of

import. I find that such arguments are not tenable on the ground that it is the "Customs

Duty" which is required to be recovered from Hindalco. I place reliance on the decision

of Tribunal in the case of M/s Eastern Silk v. Commissioner of Customs (Airport),

Kolkata,2016 (336) E.L.T. 141 (Tri. - Kolkata) wherein Hon'ble Tribunal while following

the principles laid down by the Hon'ble Supreme Court of lndia in the case of

Commissioner of Customs, Hyderabad v. Pennar lndustries and others reported in 2015-

TIOL-162-SC-CUS= 201 5 (322) E.L.T. 402 (SC) held that even if the licensing authority
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have not taken any action in respect of DFIA licence, still the Customs Authority can

demand duty.

7.2 As regards reliance placed by Hindalco on the judgement of Hon'ble Apex Court in

the case of East lndia Commercial Company Ltd. reported as 1983(13) E.L.T. 1342(SC), I

find the facts and circumstances of the case cited are quite different and cannot be

placed on the same footing. ln the decision so cited, the licence was obtained in terms of

Notification no. 2-lTCl48 dated 3'd March 1948 for import of electrical instruments with

condition that the goods would be utilized only for consumption as raw material or

accessories in the licence holder's factory and would not be disposed of or otherwise

dealt with without the written permission of the licensing authority whereas the goods

were sold in the market in breach of the said condition of licence whereas in the present

case Hindalco has utilised fraudulently obtained licenses for import of goods. I would like

to place reliance on the judgement of the Hon'ble High Court of Calcutta in the case of lCl

lndia Limited reported as 2005 (184) E.1.T.339 (Cal) wherein it is held that DEPB

fraudulently obtained is non est and therefore, there is no valid DEPB. As such no credit

can be derived hereunder. This judgement of the Hon'ble High of Calcutta was upheld by

the Hon'ble Supreme Court of lndia reported as 2005(187) E.L.T. A 31 (SC).

7.3 Hindalco has placed reliance on the decision in case of Taparia Overseas Pvt.

Ltd. vs. Union of lndia reported as 2003 (161) E.l.T.47 (Bom.) wherein it was held that

transfer of licence to transferee for value without notice of fraud by original licence holder

is governed by common law and not by provisions of any statue. Here, I would like to

record that in subsequent judgment pronounced in the year 2015 in the case of lCl lndia

Ltd. (supra) , Hon'ble Apex Court had dismissed the SLP against Hon'ble Tribunal's

order which held that credit is available only for valid DEPB license and not license which

has been fraudulently availed. Thus, the decision pronounced in the year 2003 in the

case of M/s Taparia Overseas Pvt. Ltd. does not hold any water.

7.4 Thus, on totality of facts and circumstances and the ratio laid down in various

judicial pronouncements I come to conclusion that Rs. 89,97,5751- of customs duty

demanded as per amount of inadmissible DEPB credit is recoverable from Hindalco

under the provisions of Section 28(8) of the Customs Act, 1962along with applicable

interest as per Section 28AA of the Customs Act, 1962.

7.5 I find that by all these acts of omission and commission Hindalco has taken benefit

on the basis of fraudulently obtained or forged DEPB, thus that goods valued at

Rs.4,49,87,876/-imported by them using such inadmissible duty credit, can be treated as

non duty paid goods and therefore are offending goods and are liable for confiscation

under Section 1 1 1 (o) of the Customs Act, 1962, however as they are physically not

available for confiscation, they do not attract fine in lieu of confiscation under Section

125 of the Customs Act, '1962.



8. As regard penalty under Section 114A ol the Customs Act,1 962, I find that

Hindalco has submitted that the penalty under Section 1144 is not warranted as there

was no collusion/wilful mis-statemenVsuppression of the facts on their part. I agree that

no fraud, collusion on part of Hindalco has been proved in the SCN by the department.

Hence there is no case of imposition of penalty on Hindalco under Section 1'144 of the

Customs Act,1962.

8.1 As for imposition of penalty under Section 112 I find that penalty is not imposable

on the said importer under Section 1 12(a) of the Customs Act,1962.

ORDER

(i) I order to recover Customs duty of Rs.89,97,575/- (Rupees Eighty Nine Lakhs

Ninety Seven Thousand Five Hundred Seventy Five) paid from inadmissible DEPB

credit utilized against the said 16 Release Advice under proviso to Sub-Section (1)

of Section 28 of the Customs Act, 1962 (Now Sub-Section (B) of Section 28 of the

Customs Act, 1962.).

(ii) I order to recover the lnterest at an appropriate rate on Customs duty mentioned

above from them under Section 28AA of the Customs Act, 1962 from the date of

clearance of imported goods till the date of payments as pointed out in this notice.

(iii) I refrain from imposing any fine in lieu of confiscation under Section 125 of the

Customs Act, 1962 as the goods are not available for confiscation.

(iv) I do not impose penalty under Section 114A ot the Customs Act, or under Section

1 12 of the Customs Act, 1962

(Kumar antosh)
Principal Commissioner
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The Chief Commissioner, Customs, Gujarat Zone, Ahmeddbad

The Addition Commissioner of Customs, l/C, Customs Divl;ion, Surat.

The Addition Commissioner (Prev), Customs, Jodhpur, NCR Building, Jaipur.

The Additional Commissioner, Customs, Recovery Cell, Headquarters, Ahmedabad

The Deputy Commissioner of Customs, Customs Division, Surat.
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9. Accordingly, lpass the following order:-

M/s Hindalco lndustries Ltd., (Unit : Birla Copper)
Village-Lakhigam, P.O. Dahej,
Taluka-Vagra,
DistBharuch. t\J,l.


